The Effect of Lamp Spacing and Power on the Legibility of Electric Signs .
To be consistent with its purpose,the first requisite of an electric sign is that it be readable at a glance. In order that this be true, certain conditions must be fulfilled. The object of this investigation was to determine the effect of such conditions as lamp spacing and power on the legibility of electric signs.
The first problem which presented itself was to obtain an understanding of the word ''legibility", and to set a standard of such as applied to electric signs The word ''legible" has the meaning, "capable of being read or deciphered". As mentioned above, to be of practical value and electric sign must be capable of being read at a glance. This is true because the sign is generally used for advertising, Where the object is to draw the attention of as many people as possible to a certain name or trade mark. It was then evident from the start that all data must be taken from the standpoint of the passerby who gives the sign but a glance. Since it was impossible to have the disinterested passerby take data, it was decided to have a few trained observers with normal eyes record the maximum distances at which certain signs were leg ible at a glance.
Upon observing a number of different types of electric signs it was found that most of the small signs with twelve to fifteen inch letters were very inefficient, due apparently to the crowding of the letters, or the glare of the lamps or both; while the multiple lens and illuminated letter art signs were . legible at much greater distances. Due to the inter ference of street lamps, other signs, etc., it was soon evident that experimental signs must be built and installed where they would be easily accessible, and where an uninterrupted view of the same could be ob tained at various distances up to, and beyond the points where they would become illegible. The south east corner of the old Electrical Building proved to be a suitable place. Prom here an uninterrup-ted line of sight could be obtained east across the campus, and down Iowa Ave., a total distance of 1300 feet. This distance was chained, and sidewalks, trees, and so on, marked at points sufficiently close together that inter vening distances could be quickly determined with a short tape, when talcing data on the sign .
-3-A sign with 15 inch letters.was decided upon as being a practical size for investigation. As to the style of letter, it appeared impractical even to attempt to classify the various styles in use, and so a common block letter of proportions shown in Pig. 5 was taken as being a fair representative. In order that the ob server would not be influenced by the general shape of a certain word it was decided to build 1 a sign with letters spelling no definite common word. The letters of the alphabet were divided into several general classes as to form, and the letters S, 2, B, N, and I,taken as representatives of each.of these several classes. These letters were sawed out of 1 inch soft pine boards, and painted a dull black on one face.
Pony lamp receptacles were then fastened to this face with the spacing as shown in the lower diagram of Pig.l.
Here a spacing of 4 lamps high was used, it being the farthest spacing which could be used and still give an outline to such letters as S and B.
In order to support the sign, and yet provide a means of making the letters easily interchangeable, a rack such as shown in Pig. 4 was used. The upper bar, supporting the letters, was hung by a bracket from a window casing, the sign then being easily eccessible from within the building. With' this arrangement as shown » the letters were changed "by simply unhooking from the wire, or the spacing was changed by sliding the letter along the wire. The lower bar with the at tached weight was used as a means of keeping the let ters vertical and prevening any swaying in the wind.
Since it was desirable to obtain data which would apply to both white letters and to letters formed by lamps alone or by small lenses, corresponding letters were cut of white card-board.
These were fitted to the wooden letters and holes cut in the cardboard, through which the lamps could be screwed into the re ceptacles. In the following and discussion and data, the ''white letter" sign refers to the wooden letters fitted with the white cardboard face, and the ''black letter" sign to the black wooden letters alone, where the form depends entirely on the lamp spacing.
Preliminary observations were taken on different combinations of these letters, viz., S, E, B, E, and I.
With close letter spacing it was found that two adja cent bars led to indistinctness, and that due to general form the letters S and B were difficult to distinguish from each other, and both difficult to distinguish from the letter E. These conditions led to the selection of the letters S, I, and B, in the order named, to make up a sign upon which to take permanent data. The ideal method of varying the power or amount of light used on the sign would have been to use different sizes of lamps, so as to do away with any color differences.
However, since it was impossible to obtain a wide range of lamp sizes in the same sizes bulb, the amount of light was varied by changing the applied voltage on the lamps. In all experiments with the sign described abovQ carbon sign lamps were used, fated at 4.5 c.p. at 110 volts.
From this point the procedure consisted of taking the data from which the curves of In order to obtain more definite data at certain luminous intensities of the letter proper, and to do away with any possible color differences, a sign similar to that shown in Pig . 5 was constructed. The letter was formed by pasteing white tissue paper over the hole cut (2) The foregoing is more marked with the white let ters than with the black. Effect of lamp spacing in letters.
(1) At the closer letters spacings the legible dis tance is greatly increased by changing the sign from the "4 lamp high" letters to the "5 lamp high" letters.
(2) The above is much more marked with the black letters. This is shown by the fact that with the 4 inch spacing the "5 lamp high" sign was legible at 400 feet, while the "4 lamp high" sign was legible at only 200 feet.
General.
(1) In case of either sign, under the best condi tions used, the legibility was limited to from 500 to 550 feet, this showing the distance for which this size and form of letter would be prac tical in an electric sign.
Referring to the curve of Pig. 1, which was plotted from the data taken on the illuminated letter of Pig. 5, the following facts are evident*
(1) The similarity of this curve to the red curves of Pig. 1, shows that the color differences, due to different voltages being used on the lamps, had little effect on the shape of the latter curves.
(2) The legible distance increases with decrease of luminous intensity to a value of 1.6 lumens per sq. ft., after which the curve reverses. By using the well known relation, d= lw, where, d= distance between points to be distinguished as separate, (taken to be equal to the arc, where the angle is very small).
1= distance from the nodal point in the eye to the object* w= visual angle in radian measure, it is possible to determine the visual angle at which cer tain points in the experimental signs seemed to fuse to-6' gather at distances where the signs became illegible.
The case of the 4 inch spacing between lamp centers in adjacent letter bars will be taken first. Referring to the upper set of curves in Pig. 1, it is evident that ' with the best conditions this sign was illegible beyond 400 feet.
The letter proportions in the accompanying These results of 84 and 77 seconds give a means of calculating the maximum distance at which a given sized letter will be legible* If we use a mean value of these visual angles , and the maximum legible distances for the same sign at the higher light intensities, the appar ent distance between letter bars will become less, if calculated by the above formula. This effect is due to irradiation in the eye. It is the apparent enlargement of a bright object seen upon a black background, due to the stimulation by the bright light, of portions of the retina around the image» This then explains the decrease in legibility at the higher values of light intensity* The apparent width of the letter bars becomes greater, or the distance between the same, less.
The above results emphasize the following facts as applied to commercial signs« .
(1) To be the most efficient the distance between letters should be as great as, or greater, than the distance between bars in individual letters.
(2) The legibility will be increased with decrease of light to points so low that the sign becomes unattractive. (2) Letter spacing 6 inches. Hote-With, the white letters, legibility ap peared to be limited by both letter spacing and likeness of form of letters B and S.
The black letter sign illegible due to insufficient outline of letters by lamps.
Letter B hard to distinguish from an S.
(3) Letter spacing 8 inches. 
